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Once again, our 6th International Feng Shui Convention has come
to a beautiful closure. Situated in a brand new venue, the
Singapore Management University, a whole new outlook has been
set for our 2009 convention. We had 15 world renowned speakers
and panelists partaking in this annual occasion, as well as our
distinguished guest, Member of Parliament, Mr. Ang Mong Seng
gracing us with his presence on this very special day.

This year's Master of Ceremony were two of GM Vincent Koh's outstanding
students, Lim Eng Cheong and Anita Zou.
The official opening ceremony of the
IFSC 2009 began as the President of

Eng Cheong & Anita

International Feng Shui Association
2009; Mr. Darren Ng warmly welcomed
our delegates and speakers. The
ribbon cutting ceremony was witnessed
by the Grandmasters and honorary
members of IFSA.
IFSA President, Darren Ng

This year IFSA conferred TWO new Grandmaster
award: Lillian Too from Malaysia and Vincent Koh
from Singapore for their contribution to Feng Shui
locally and worldwide. Congratulations for both
Grand Masters!

Lillian with MP Ang Mong Seng

Vincent with MP Ang Mong Seng

Our chosen theme this year is Feng Shui Today – A Fusion of Traditional and Modern Practices.
We kicked start the convention with
our keynote speech delivered by a
dynamic individual acclaimed from
Malaysia, the newly conferred Grand
Master Lillian Too! She gave a
thought-provoking address on this
year's theme!
Next was Grand Master Tan Khoon Yong’s take on the World Forecast for 2010. The prediction for next year was
getting serious attention from our delegates, who were all very
interested to know the economy condition and luck in general for next
year.

GM Tan Khoon Yong

We proceeded on with a very interactive
debate between our two newly awarded
grandmasters, Lillian Too & Vincent Koh.
It was indeed a clash between the titans
as our two experts engaged the audience with their lively discussion on
Popular versus Academic Feng Shui.

Lillian Too & Vincent Koh

Wang Xiao He, China

Raymond Lo, Hong Kong

Lillian Bridges, USA

After a filling lunch, Wang Xiao He, from China, started off with his speech, Qi Men Dun Jia and its relation to
Feng Shui. From Hong Kong we had Grand Master Raymond Lo, who was next on our program. With his decades of
Feng Shui experience, he gave us a fascinating elaboration on Four Pillars & Feng Shui CSI, in which he decoded the
mysteries behind the deaths of many celebrities. For the first time this year, we invited Lillian Bridges, a wellknown figure from the USA, to speak on her specialty, Face Reading & Feng Shui. The audiences were promptly
captivated by her topic.

We wrapped up the first day’s program with
the panel discussion of five esteemed speakers:
Lillian Bridges (USA), Jacek Kryg (Poland),
Juliana

Abram

Rahardjo(Indonesia)

(Australia),
and

GM

Dr

Mauro

Yap

Cheng

Hai(Malaysia) with the topic: ‘Medicine with
Martial Arts & Feng Shui’. The speakers were
all well versed in their chosen profession,
which resulted in an interesting exchange of words across the
stage.

Mas Kehardtham, Thailand

San-Zarni Bo, Myanmar

Dr Hew Yon Long, Malaysia

On the second day, we had an array of other notable individuals namely Master Mas Kehardtham from Thailand,
who was once again back on stage this year to impart more knowledge on Cosmic Trinity & the Complete Set of
Theories for Feng Shui Systems. Next was Master San-Zarni Bo from Myanmar, who graciously delivered on
Mahabote: the Burmese Astrology. Very spontaneously, he came up to the
challenge when he was requested to do a live demonstration. Another
newcomer, hailed from Malaysia is Dr Hew Yon Long, who captured the
audience’s attention with his groundbreaking concept of A New Branch of Zi
Wei

Dou

Shu.

presentation

With

style,

a

he

dynamic
gave

a

scientific explanation to share with
the audience on his 19 years of hard work and research.
Next on the program was Master S.BS Surendran from India, who
enlightened the audience with his knowledge on Indian science Vaastu
Sastra: its application and its similarities with Feng Shui.
S.BS Surendran, India

Master Yap Boh Chu (Malaysia) once again returned on stage this year with
his much anticipated topic: Modern Tools for the Traditional Art of Feng
Shui, which was in line with this year’s Feng Shui convention theme.

Our second panel discussion was held with GM Lillian Too(Malaysia), GM
Yap Boh Chu, Malaysia

Raymond Lo(Hong Kong), GM Tan Khoon Yong(Singapore), GM Yap Cheng
Hai(Malaysia) and Mas Kehardtham(Thailand) debating on the topic ‘What

Makes a Professional and Successful Feng Shui Master?’. Humorous yet informative, the audiences were kept
wide alert as our speakers gave their opinions on the matter.

We ended on a high note, with all our delegates filled to the brim with valuable
information on Feng Shui. Next year's convention will be held at another
spanking brand new location - Resorts World at Sentosa, on 21 & 22 November

2010. For more information, do contact Li Shi at ong.li.shi@ttgasia.com. It
would indeed be a convention worth partaking in and we look forward to seeing
you once more!

We present to you our full team of guest speakers at the International Feng Shui Convention 2009

Bottom (L to R): Dr Mauro Rahardjo, Lillian Bridges, Juliana Abram, Jacek Kryg, Mas Kehardtham, Dr Hew
Yon Long, Wang Xiao He, S.BS Surendran, San-Zarni Bo, Yap Boh Chu
Top (L to R): GM Raymond Lo, GM Vincent Koh, GM Tan Khoon Yong, GM Lillian Too, GM Yap Cheng Hai,
Darren Ng(President, IFSA)

